
 

5 Resume Myths You Need to Say Goodbye to
Summary: Your resume is not just a piece of paper that includes some information about you. This
paper can actually be the deciding factor between whether or not you’ll get the job. You need to
draft your resume in an appropriate manner and kick any resume myths that are not worth it. 

1. Showing Off - We all know your resume is an accumulation of your skills and your
information, but when it comes to adding these to your resume; the best thing to do is avoid
going overboard with the content. Never use phrases out of an Authors collection - Nobody
wants to see that. Get some resume writing tips to see how you should introduce yourself
using your resume. It's best to avoid using the objective lines; after all it's always better done
than written on a paper. 

2. The Length Limit - Who ever said your resume has to be just one page or two if you've got
experience. A number of people I know try to limit the length of their resume for no known
reason. The more you try to cut things down; you're at a risk of taking off important information
that could bag you the job. So include what's important even if it has to be pages and pages,
as long as the information is relevant and important - put it down.

3. Employment Gaps Are Bad - Says who? If you've had a gap between jobs it doesn't really
matter as long as you have a valid reason for it. It's common for people to take breaks in
between their jobs, so if you've had a gap remember you're not the only one and it's not a bad
thing. None of the rules of resume writing suggest you should avoid the gaps. Add all the
experience just as it is, you've got the skills and that's what matters. 

4. Customize Your Resume - Don't use the same resume copies everywhere. There could be
a number of industries where you'll fit in perfectly, but your resume might not. Take some time
to go through resume writing tips so you can create a perfect resume for every application
you put in. Different employers have different requirements and even though they might all be
looking for the same skills, the way you portray your resume needs to change from time to
time. 

5. Only Paid Experience Counts - This is not true, and if you've not included the experience
you've had while working as an intern or without a pay, you've made a mistake and a huge
one at this. Employers don't look for how much you are earning, but they look for pure
experience and most of the times your intern experience proves to be a turning point in your
career, so don't exclude it from your resume.
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By following simple and essential resume tips and ignoring these myths you can land in your
dream job. You can refer to various resume writing tips and ideas available online or take
professional help to get your resume done.
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